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ABSTRACT 
This paper will present a performance analysis of 
a cellular system which uses an adaptive antenna 
array in conjunction with a Space Division 
Multiple Access (SDMA) based dynamic channel 
allocation scheme. The channel allocation scheme 
is necessary because in SDMA systems there is 
channel re-use, which must be "intelligently" 
handled. The system analysed will be shown to 
give significantly improved performance over that 
attainable with conventional (non-adaptive) 
antennae. 
The analysis includes a simulation of a 
realistic communications system, complete with 
coding, modulation, multi-path transmision, 
direction of arrival estimation, beamforming, 
demodulation and decoding. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Mobile Cellular Communication Systems 
(MCSS) are faced with a rapid growth of mobile 
telephone users while the system capacity is 
limited due to an equipment limit and interference 
limit. Increasing the capacity of mobile 
communication networks has become crucial. 
Several methods have been proposed to overcome 
this problem and adaptive antenna arrays have 
gained special interest [ 1,2]. 
An adaptive may  antenna which is often 
aptly referred as "smart antenna" forms narrow 
beams to individual users; it can follow their 
movements and also cancel co-channel 
interference from other mobile users and adjacent 
basestations by reducing sidelobe levels in the 
direction of the interference. The smart antenna 
allows multiple users on the same channel, by 
having beams pointing in different directions. The 
beams, however, must be separated suficiently (as 
seen fiom the basestation) so that some basic 
carrier to interference (C/I) requirements are met. 
In practice this means that some precautions need 
to be taken to ensure that the beams do not 
overlap. That is, a dynamic channel allocation 
algorithm must be employed to change the 
channels of users until the beams are not 
interfering. 
If the users are properly separated, and if the 
power received from all users is roughly the 
same, then the co-channel attenuation achieved 
by the smart antenna is limited only by the null 
depths in the antenna beam pattem. This is 
critically controlled by the number of elements in 
tbe antenna array, and to a lesser extent by the 
array geometry. (It should be noted that if one 
assumes that the basestation uses power control, 
the received powers of the mobile users will 
automatically be the same; otherwise it is 
necessary to take this into account in the channel 
allocation scheme). 
The paper assumes that the smart antenna 
consists of an %element linear array, and that the 
algorithms used for the beamforming and 
direction finding are the Least Mean Squares 
(LMS) and Total Least Squares ESPIRIT (TLS- 
ESPIRIT) methods respectively. Conventionally, 
beams are considered to be separated if their 
18dg beam widths do not overlap; it was found in 
the digital signal processing simulations 
(discussed more fully in Section 4) that the 18dE3 
beam widths under the above assumptions will be 
about 26 degrees. This is more than adequate to 
enable 4 beams to operate simultaneously in the 
same channel, providing appropriate action is 
taken by the dynamic channel allocation scheme. 
The paper will do a simulation study of the 
system performance available from the use of a 
smart antenna and an appropriate channel 
allocation scheme. The simulation involves only a 
single cell for simplicity, and takes into account 
user mobility. Performance measures used will 
include blocking rate, handover rate, soft 
handover rate and forced call termination rate. 
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2. CaANMEL ALLOCATION STRATEGY 
FOR SDMA SYSTEMS 
In SDMA systems, channels must be re-used 
"wisely". One of the critical questions in need of 
an answer is when should a channel be re-used? 
The 2 approaches which will be considered for 
the channel allocation scheme in this paper will 
be: 
e The channel only will be reused within a cell 
if all of the original traffic channels are being 
used and the C/I constraints are satisfied. 
The channel will always be reused within the 
cell as long as the C/I constraints are satisfied 
regardless of the availability of other original 
traffic channels. 
0 
The first approach tries to minimise the 
number of sharing users for a channel (MI") 
while the second approach tries to maximise it 
(MAX). Along the lines suggested in [3], the 
SDMA scheme operates according to the 
following pair of constraints: 
0 users sharing the same channel must be 
separated enough so that their 18dB 
beamwidths do not overlap. 
the users sharing the same level should be on 
similar power levels 
e 
These two constraints above have to be met 
when a reuse channel is allocated to a call. The 
first constraint will be violated when two users 
sharing the same channel move close to each 
other. In such conditions, intra-cell handover 
should be initiated and another traffic channel 
should be sought for one of the users. If the 
channel for this user is available, then it should be 
allocated to the user; this is referred as "soft 
handover" in this paper. If the channel is not 
available, the call for this user is forced into 
termination. 
The second constraint is determined by the 
difference in distances between two users and the 
basetation. The power levels seen at the 
basestation will be similar if the two users are 
approximately equidistant from the basestation. 
From measurements with conventional adaptive 
beam forming algorithms, it has been found that if 
the distance ratio between far and near sharing 
users is below 3, the near-far constraint can be 
considered in practice to be met. 
3. SIMULATION MODEL FOR C€€ANEL 
ALLOCATION 
The SDMA system is very sensitive to the 
angular distribution of users because it exploits 
the spatial dimension of transmitting/receiving 
sources. A good user mobility model is required 
in order to establish the true performance of the 
SDMA system. 
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Figure 1. Single cell mobility scenario 
One of the simplest and best scenarios for 
user mobility model in a single cell ha been made 
by [3]. In this single cell scenario, four roads are 
traversing the cell forming a rectangle with the 
intersections on the circular cell boundary and 
the base station is located in the centre if the 
circular cell (see Figure 1). In this arrangement, 
only users on different roads can use the same 
channel, because otherwise their beams are too 
close and interfere. The maximum distance ratio 
between near and far-field users is A, and hence 
the near-far effect is not a major concem. 
In the simulation model the number of 
regular traffic channels is 5 and an 8 element 
antenna array is used. The SDMA system 
produces only 4 beams. The cell radius is 
assumed to be 5 km. Calls are uniformly 
generated in the four roads. These calls include 
fresh calls and handover calls. Since handovers 
frequently occur at cell boundaries, more calls are 
generated in this set-up around the intersections. 
The result is that the initial location of users on 
each road is chosen from beta distributions as 
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shown in Fig. 2. The users are classified as 
pedestrian and vehicle, with the two having 
different velocities. 
I 1  
Figure 2. Distribution of calls along all of the 
roads. (0 and 1 are the start and end of the road, 
respectively) . 
Calls are generated according to the Poisson 
process. The step after a call arrives is searching 
for an idle channel based on either the MIN or 
MAX approach. If the channel can't be found, 
this call is blocked and it is then cleared so it 
doesn't further affect the system. 
It is assumed in this simulation that the 
pedestrian percentage is assumed to be 20%. The 
velocity of both types of user are chosen from a 
normal distribution with mean 60 km/h and 
variance 20 km/h for vehicles and mean 3 km/h 
and variance 1 km/h for pedstrians. The speeds 
are assumed to be constant within the cell. The 
sense of the movement (i.e. right or left, up or 
down) is selected randomly except for calls 
located around intersections. These are assumed 
to be handover calls from another cell. 
The call duration for each user is 
exponentially distributed with a mean of 180 
seconds. When the call is in progress, if users 
reach the intersection, they can turn into another 
road which is still in the cell or across the 
boundary. The probability of users turning into 
another road within the cell is 0.333. If the user 
crosses the boundary, it is assumed that the call 
will be handed over to another cell, with the call 
then being cleared. It will then not further affect 
the system. If the user turns into another road 
within the cell, one must check whether their 
channel is being used by another user on the same 
road. If it is not being used, the channel usage is 
maintained. Otherwise, the channel should be 
released and another is sought. If a channel can 
be found, a soft handover call occurs, and the new 
channel handles the remaining call duration. If a 
channel can't be found, the call is forced into 
termination, and it is cleared so it doesn't further 
affect the system. 
The simulations in this paper have been 
performed with discrete event simulation methods 
and with the Ctt- programming language. 
4. SIMULATION OF THE ANTENNA 
STEERING 
In order to validate the assumptions used in the 
dynamic channel allocation simulations, it was 
necessary to simulate the direction of arrival 
estimation @ O m )  and the beamforming for the 
antenna. To validate the results under realistic 
conditions, a real communications system was 
simulated. This simulation incorporated the signal 
generation, modulation of the signal with binary 
phase shift keying (BPSK), transmission with 
multipath, the demodulation, the digital to analog 
conversion, as well as the DOAE and the BF. It 
was assumed that all signals transmitted from 
different sources were uncorrelated. The input 
signals were simulated either with a random polar 
non-return to zero bit stream, or with digitised 
speech signals. The multipath was modelled with 
Rayleigh fading. 
Matlab simulations and an appropriate graphical 
user inteface were developed to be able to 
monitor the effects of varying several parameters, 
such as noise level, and position number of 
interferers. In particular the bit error rates were 
monitored. 
The results indicated that the the 18dB 
beamwidth for the 8 element unifor linear array 
was 26 degrees. The BER found in the 
simulations was a very acceptable 0.002500, even 
without the use of error correction coding 
techniques. 
5. RESULTS 
Fig. 3 shows the blocking rate of generated 
calls vs. the offered traffic for SDMA system with 
both MIN and MAX channel allocation 
approaches and for conventional systems which 
do not reuse the channel within cell. It can be 
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seen that the blocking rate for MIN and MAX 
approach is similar. It also can be seen that 
SDMA system in both MIN or MAX approach 
achieve much better blocking performance than 
conventional system such as F/TDMA. For a 
blocking rate of 1% with five traffic 
channels, the conventional system only can carry 
around 2 Erlang loads, While the SDMA system 
can carry approximately 7 Erlang loads. Thus the 
spectrum efficiency gain of the SDMA system for 
5 traffic channels is around 3.5. 
Figure 3. Call bloclung Performance 
In Fig. 4 the soft handover rate vs. offered 
traffic for both MIN and MAX approach is 
depicted. The MAX channel allocation approach 
produces relatively higher soft handover rate than 
the MIN approach specially when the offered 
traffic is low. 
Figure 4. Soft handover rate in SDMA system 
Forced termination rate for several offered 
traffics in both MIN and MAX approach is 
depicted in Fig. 5 .  The forced termination rate 
in both approaches is similar. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, two basic approaches to the 
channel allocation strategy in SDMA systems 
have been investigated using a single cell 
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Figure 5. Forced call termination rate 
simulation model. These approaches only give 
different performance for soft handover rate; they 
have very similar performance for blocking and 
forced termination rate. Both approaches, though, 
outperform conventional channel allocation 
schemes. With 4 simultaneously occupied 
channels under the assumptions given in the 
paper, there is a capacity improvement of 3.5. 
Simulations of a digital communication 
system incorporating direction of arrival 
estimation and beamforming validated that the 
assumptions used in the channel allocation 
scheme were realistic. 
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